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glossary
Active control: Control systems that directly reduce air 
pollution emissions at the source (e.g. particulate filters 
inside vehicle tailpipes).

Carpool club: An activity that can be managed by the 
school community to reduce the number of cars during 
drop-off/pick-up hours.

Carbon dioxide: Although fossil fuel use composes the 
main source of anthropogenic carbon dioxide, it is also 
exhaled by humans as part of the respiration process, 
and when measured can be used to assess the adequacy 
of ventilation in enclosed environments. High levels of 
carbon dioxide indicate a lack of proper ventilation and 
are associated with negative cognitive effects including 
a reduced ability to concentrate.

Citizen science: Scientific research undertaken 
by members of the public. To enhance public 
understanding of air pollution, citizen science should 
incorporate inclusion (e.g. community involvement in 
planning the research), collaboration (e.g. between the 
school, community, and researchers), and reciprocation 
(e.g. presentation of results by schools to communities 
for their feedback).

Coarse particles: Particulate matter with a diameter 
of between 2.5 and 10 micrometres; also known as 
PM2.5-10. Coarse particles in the air are predominantly 
generated by non-exhaust sources, such as 
resuspension of road dust. 

Co-creation: A design process throughout which all 
stakeholders (e.g. researchers, schools, children) are 
equally involved and free to contribute. 

Community: Parents, children, local residents and the 
general public.

Dispersion: The transportation and dilution of air 
pollution from the source (e.g. a vehicle exhaust) by 
the wind.

Fine particles: Particulate matter less than 2.5 
micrometres in diameter; also known as PM2.5. Fine 
particles are one of the most harmful classes of air 
pollutants because their small size means that they
can travel deep into the respiratory system, 
contributing to heart and lung disease. They are 
predominantly generated by combustion and emitted 
via road vehicle exhausts.

Indoor air quality: The quality of air within enclosed 
buildings and structures, such as schools, which 
influences the health, comfort and well-being of 
building occupants. Poor air quality may include 
harmful particles and other pollutants such as 
nitrogen dioxide, formaldehyde and volatile organic 
compounds. UK and international bodies offer 
guidance for air filtration and ventilation.

In-pram babies: Babies in different types of
single/double 3 or 4-wheeler prams, pushchairs, 
buggies, strollers.

Main road: A commonly used public road with 
through access (i.e. not including cul-de-sacs). Traffic 
congestion along main roads typically peaks in the 
morning and late afternoon hours (e.g. during child 
drop-off and collection/pick-up).

Particle number concentration: The total number 
of particles per unit volume of air, which is usually 
represented as # cm-3.

Passive control: An intervention that indirectly 
reduces air pollution exposure, such as green barriers 
between roads and pedestrians.

Pollution hotspot: Places where emissions from 
specific sources, such as cars, may expose local 
populations to elevated health risks. Pollution hotspots 
typically include traffic intersections and bus stops.

Young children: Babies, toddlers and infants. In terms 
of air pollution exposure, young children are among 
the most sensitive and vulnerable groups due to their 
higher breathing rates and lower breathing heights than 
that of adults and older children (e.g. teenagers).
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The exposure of children to air pollution is associated with a lack of alertness and 
concentration, as well as bronchitis, stunted lung development, and an increased 
risk of long-term conditions including asthma1 and other respiratory diseases2. 

IntroductIon

The above figure demonstrates the low breathing height of 
children and in-pram babies, who are at a height where 
vehicular emissions are highly concentrated (adopted
from Sharma and Kumar3). The breathing height of
young children is between 0.55m and 0.85m above 
ground level and vehicle exhaust pipes usually sit within 
1m from road level. This increases their vulnerability to 
air pollution exposure. 

The aim of this guidance document is to translate complex science into simple action points 
that enable schools, children and communities to make informed decisions and help reduce the 
exposure of school children to air pollution.

Children are more vulnerable to 
exposure than adults due to their 
incomplete lung development, low 
breathing height and high physical 
activity and breathing rates3. However, 
for accessibility, many schools are 
located near main roads, vehicular 
emissions from which readily infiltrate 
school premises, including classrooms. 
In the UK, more than 2,000 schools 
and nurseries are near roads with high 
levels of air pollution4, including toxic 
pollutants such as particulate matter less 
than 2.5 micrometre in diameter (PM2.5). 
The UK also has a higher prevalence 
of childhood asthma than any other 
European country4.

The use of cars to take and collect 
children to and from school intensifies 
pollution hotspots in and around school 
premises. In England, car use for school 
journeys has doubled over the past two 
decades, and as many as 1 in 4 cars 
on the road at morning peak times 
are taking children to school5. Child 
exposure may be unnecessarily increased 
by engine idling (stationary vehicles 
with engines running) and vehicle 
acceleration-deceleration, both in and 
near school premises, during drop-off/
pick-up hours.

While an active control system (e.g. reducing exhaust 
emissions at the source) is invariably the most effective 
solution, other evidence-based strategies can be adopted 
to reduce pollution concentrations and mitigate exposure 
in and around schools. However, a holistic approach 
is required from those directly contributing to and/or 
affected by pollution to make a real difference at grass-
roots level6. A successful exposure mitigation strategy 
requires multifaceted actions that target school children, 
schools and the local community.



This document summarises the best practice regarding air pollution exposure mitigation in and 
around schools. Recommendations are based on contemporary scientific evidence and may, 
therefore, be subject to modification as the evidence base evolves. The uniqueness of this document 
lies in its co-created and co-designed practical approach, targeting the key receptor groups (children, 
school, and community) equally. It utilises major relevant research7-10 and review studies3,11-13 and 
builds upon our Guildford Living Lab (GLL)14  activities and extensive experience in providing 
public and practitioner guidance (e.g. pioneering guidance on green infrastructure implementation15, 
general recommendations for plant species selection and management16, and numerous policy 
briefs17). This present document also supplements previous work on, for example, air quality 
guidance for school and college staff18, outdoor air quality and health19, future land-use planning
and development control20, clean air toolkits21-25, health effects of indoor air quality26, and anti-idling27.

Most of the recommendations in this guidance document concern the mitigation of fine particles, 
a class of air pollutants with the most severe impact on human health28. However, the general 
messages may apply to other harmful pollutants, such as nitrogen oxides. This guidance focuses 
on the particular issue of drop-off/pick-up points and traffic congestion around schools. Detailed 
descriptions or recommendations regarding indoor (e.g. classroom) air quality and related health 
effects are beyond its scope. The document offers 10 generic and 10 specific recommendations for 
three target audiences (children, schools, and local communities). We recognise that some schools, 
such as urban schools with smaller premises, will face challenges in implementing some of the 
recommendations, but implementing as many as possible will be beneficial. It may also serve as an 
educational guide, adapted to be age appropriate where necessary, helping schools to improve the 
knowledge of children and their parents/carers and thus reduce their contribution and exposure to 
air pollution.

Our general and targeted recommendations are not prioritised or ordered according to significance 
or impact. This is partly due to a lack of evidence regarding the comparative impact of each action, 
and partly because a holistic approach is needed to tackle the problem (see general recommendation 
#1). As a rule of thumb, active control systems (e.g. anti-idling policies and incentives to reduce 
vehicle use) are the most effective strategies and should constitute the first line of defence.
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1. Involve EvErybody and woRk togEthER 
Measures to limit exposure to air pollution include 
active and/or passive control systems at the source 
(e.g. limiting exhaust emissions), receptor (e.g. 
masks), and between source and receptor (e.g. 
green barriers). Exposure can also be mitigated 
by appropriate behavioural changes and informed 
decision-making, such as the selection of routes 
to avoid pollution hotspots. A holistic approach, 
with communication and participation between 
schools, children, parents, communities, and 
governmental bodies, is therefore key to overall 
change and effective exposure reduction.

2. CreatE a Clean aiR zone Around schools 
Creating a clean air zone around schools by 
implementing ‘active’ solutions (anti-idling 
approaches to control vehicle emissions, 
relocating drop-off/pick-up points away from 
school entrances, etc) can minimise pollution 
levels in and around school premises.

piCk uP
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3. utIlIse ‘passivE’ contRol systEms 
‘Passive’ control systems, such as green barriers 
(e.g. hedges) along the boundary between school 
premises and adjacent roads, can minimise 
the daily exposure of school children to traffic 
emissions. Careful plant selection, considering 
the physical context and environmental 
conditions of the site, can minimise trade-
offs (e.g. pollen emissions) and maximise the 
potential for other ecosystem services (e.g. noise 
pollution reduction or biodiversity support).

4. ConsIdeR ClassRooM Air qualIty 
Restricting the opening of doors/windows that 
face the drop-off/pick-up point can reduce the 
infiltration of traffic-emitted particles but increase 
carbon dioxide build-up in nearby classrooms. 
Use of adequate mechanical ventilation and air 
filtration, perhaps including self-standing units, can 
further reduce the build-up of  harmful particles 
and other pollutants including carbon dioxide. 

piCk uP
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5. Plan new school buildings carEfully
The majority of schools are close to busy roads, 
where air pollution is typically highest. Pollution 
concentrations tend to decay exponentially with 
distance from the road. Consequently, new school 
buildings should be strategically located away 
from main roads, where possible,  but with safe 
walking passages between the school premises 
and main connecting roads. They should also 
be within walking distances of communities, to 
encourage walking and cycling and to minimise 
impacts of car emissions by parents/carers during 
school runs.

6. walk to school 
Walking to/from school should be encouraged for 
the benefit of mental and physical wellbeing and 
to support independence, social skills and road 
safety skills for children, as well as to reduce traffic 
volume/congestion and air pollution. Regular 
walking to/from school can also strengthen 
children’s sense of community and understanding 
of their local area. 
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7. Avoid non-EssEntial vehiCle usE 
Concentrations of fine particles are generally
highest during morning drop-off hours (07:00-
09:00) due to higher traffic volumes and less 
favourable dispersion conditions when compared 
with afternoon pick-up hours (15:00-17:00). 
However, avoiding non-essential travel during both 
morning and afternoon peak hours can have a 
direct, positive impact by reducing traffic volume, 
congestion and journey times and consequently 
reducing the pollution exposure of children and 
their parents/carers during school runs.

8. ConsIdeR RoaD surfaCE Dust 
Despite less traffic and better atmospheric 
dispersion conditions during afternoon pick-
up hours than during morning drop-off hours, 
concentrations of coarse particles can still be 
higher due to drier road surfaces in the afternoon, 
assisting the resuspension of road surface dust 
by road traffic. Overnight dew usually suppresses 
roadside resuspension during morning hours, and 
wetting road surfaces during dry periods in the 
daytime could effectively reduce resuspension of 
road dust.  

8 
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10. EmbEd aIr pollution issuEs In EducAtion 
Air pollution and mitigation strategies could 
be integrated into the national curriculum. For 
example, fundamental scientific, social and road 
safety skills are reinforced as part of practices 
recommended in this guidance document, all of 
which help children to meet curriculum objectives. 
Moreover, the increasing availability of affordable 
pollution sensors could support relevant hands-on 
exercises and pupil-led experiments in curriculum 
subjects or before-/after-school clubs. 

9. set up citizen scIEnce pRojects 
Direct collaboration via citizen science can 
improve awareness of air pollution and mitigation 
measures among children, parents, schools and 
communities. Citizen science and participatory 
research can also enable individuals to share their 
experiences and/or concerns (e.g. regarding road 
safety) with researchers and policymakers for all-
round action to address significant issues.

10
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• Schools should support more children to walk, e.g. through accreditation and   
 behaviour change schemes.

• Vehicle use inside or very close to school premises should be discouraged by   
 relocating drop-off/pick-up points away from the school entrance.

• Staggered drop-off times and/or carpool clubs may be encouraged.

• Reinforce that any no-stop areas(e.g. double yellow lines)  around the school   
 should be respected.

fact
#1

CaRs queuIng/Idling durIng dRoP-off hours can 
gEnEratE up to a 300% increasE In concEntRations
of finE paRtIcles in thE school PreMisEs.

Avoiding vehicle use during drop-off hours could result in a threefold reduction in school 
children’s exposure to harmful vehicular pollutants.

school

ChIldren • Stay away from a car or a queue of cars when their engines are on.

• Switch off the engine while you wait, even if it’s only briefly.

• Avoid vehicle use during drop-off (as well as pick-up) hours, or park cars away  
 from the school entrance.

• Parents and children should, where feasible, walk or cycle to/from school, to   
 reduce their negative impact on air quality, increase their physical activity, and  
 practice road safety and navigation skills.

comMunitY
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• Organise and schedule before- and after-school activities to stagger child drop-off  
 and pick-up times or a carpool club to reduce the number of cars.

• Support access to bicycles for all, e.g. via a bike pool scheme. 

fact
#2

ConcEntRations of fIne pArtIclEs during pick-uP 
hours aRE up to three times lowER than at drop-off 
hours duE to distRibutEd piCk-up tiMEs and bettEr 
DispeRsIon condItIons In thE aftErnoon.

Staggered collection times during pick-up hours due to after-school activities substantially 
reduces traffic congestion and, subsequently, traffic emissions. 

school

• Keep your distance from idling cars as much as possible.

• Avoid vehicle use for school runs, where possible, or park cars away from
 school entrances. 

• Encourage local authorities to create controlled parking zones and to prohibit   
 parking on streets around schools to improve the flow of cars during drop-off/
 pick-up hours.

comMunitY

ChIldren
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• Any outdoor classes in morning hours should, where possible, be rescheduled for  
 later in the school day (i.e. afternoon).

• Schools can plant or improve low-allergy, non-poisonous green barriers (e.g.   
 hedges) between school premises and nearby roads to further reduce traffic
 impacts on school environments.

• Consider implementing an additional entry close to the main road, with a safe  
 footpath surrounded by green barriers inside the school premises.

• Schools should prevent children from playing near any fence bordering a busy road.

fact
#3

finE paRtIcle ConcEntratIons In thE Playground
nExt to a busY RoAd can be CompaRablE to those
on the Main RoaD durIng dRoP-off houRs. 

Nature-based solutions, such as a dense hedge around the school perimeter, can help to improve air 
quality in the school environment. 

Any activities in the playground should be limited during drop-off hours until adequate mitigation 
measures are implemented by the school and/or community.

school

ChIldren • If your playground is near a road, try not to play near that road in the mornings. 

• Local community members can support the school in planting green barriers   
 around the school and/or implementing other suitable control measures.

• Local community should collaborate with local authorities to adopt a planning  
 approach in all existing and new developments that prioritises safe and enjoyable  
 streets, in order to encourage parents and children to walk.

comMunitY
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• Drop-off/pick-up points should be away from classroom entrances.

• Children should be directed to relevant classrooms via interior doors/routes, to  
 restrict exposure to traffic emissions from drop-off/pick-up points.

• Access to classrooms via doors that face towards/close to traffic congestion should  
 be restricted to reduce the impact of traffic-emitted particles on indoor air quality. 

fact
#4

finE paRtIcle ConcEntratIons In a RoaD-facing 
clAssRoom can double during drop-off houRs.

Reduce traffic emissions adjacent to the school by restricting vehicle entry and relocating drop-
off points away from the school entrance.

school

ChIldren • Avoid opening doors or windows in classrooms next to drop-off points.

• Avoid vehicle use during drop-off/pick-up hours wherever possible, and try to park  
 cars away from school entrances.

• Encourage parents and children to walk or cycle to/from schools.
comMunitY
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• Consider installing carbon dioxide monitors in classrooms.

• Draw fresh air into the classroom if teachers notice/are made aware of symptoms  
 among children of high carbon dioxide levels (e.g. tiredness, inability to think  
 clearly, headaches, dizziness).

• Doors/windows that immediately face a road should be utilised for air exchange  
 only during off-peak hours.

• Clean air purifiers/filters regularly or consider setting up proper air filtration and  
 ventilation systems to mitigate indoor air pollution and minimise infiltration of  
 outdoor pollutants.

fact
#5

ClosIng classroom doors/windows can REstrIct thE 
Ingress of tRaffiC-relAteD EmissIons. howEvEr, doing 
so causEs a Carbon dIoxide ConcEntratIon builD-up
In the ClassRoom. 

To minimise traffic-related air pollution in classrooms, keep any traffic-facing doors/windows 
closed during peak hours and open internal doors/windows instead.

school

ChIldren
• If you can see the school entrance from your classroom window, try to keep   
 the window closed during your first lesson to protect yourself from morning   
 pollution. If your teacher says so, you can open windows later in the day   
 or if you feel hot or tired. 

• Residents should work with local authorities to ensure that new schools are   
 strategically located in areas away from main roads, with safe walking/cycling   
 passages to link the school premises with main connecting roads as well as   
 housing/communities.

comMunitY
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• Schools should notify parents/carers that commuting to/from school via main  
 roads presents a risk of high exposure to vehicular emissions.

• Alternative routes with no/less traffic should be suggested.

fact
#6

PaRtIcle numbER conCEntrAtions at Pollution 
hotsPots, such as tRaffic IntersEctions and bus
stops, cAn bE nearlY two-thiRds hIgher than at 
sECtions of the route with free-flow traffIC.

school

ChIldren • Try to stand away from the curb, traffic intersections and bus stops to reduce your  
 exposure to harmful vehicular pollutants.

• With support from schools, communities should encourage local authorities to  
 move traffic intersections and bus stops away from school premises where feasible.comMunitY

Stop-start and acceleration-deceleration conditions usually lead to elevated pollutant 
concentrations at places such as traffic intersections and bus stops, and minimising time spent at 
them will reduce your exposure to pollution. 
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• Schools should stress the significance of high concentrations at lower heights to  
 parents/children and suggest alternative, cleaner routes (e.g. passing through parks).

fact
#7

In-pRam bAbies anD young chIldren May bREathE up to 
60% more pollutEd aiR than aDults during school Runs 
bECausE theiR bREAthIng zonEs arE closEr to vehIcle 
exhaust heIghts, whEre ConcEntratIons Are hIghest.

Pollutant concentrations are generally highest in the first metre from ground-level and decrease 
with distance (including height) from the road. Where feasible, increasing the breathing height 
and keeping as far away as possible from vehicle exhausts will reduce exposure.

school

ChIldren • Try to keep away from the edge of the road when walking to or from school. 

• Where feasible, using high-riding prams rather than low-riding pushchairs can  
 raise the breathing height of the child and reduce their exposure.

• Carrying babies or young children (e.g. in a baby carrier backpack) at and around  
 pollution hotspots, where it is safe to do so, may also increase the height of their  
 breathing zone and provide an opportunity to face them away from the source to  
 consequently reduce exposure.

• Community members may consider leaving space for green barriers (e.g. hedges)  
 between main roads and buildings, walkways, cycleways, etc when planning any  
 development on private land.

comMunitY
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• Dedicated waiting areas could be provided for parents with pushchairs, which  
 should be away and at elevated heights from vehicle parking spaces.

fact
#8

the tYPe of prAm or pushChaIr can Make An 
apPreciAble diffEREncE to rIdeRs’ ExposuRE DuRing 
tYPical school runs. foR ExamPlE, pArtIclE nuMbeR 
concentRatIons can be up to 72% hIgher at thE
bottoM sEat of a doublE PRaM than at the top seat.

The first metre above the road level, where vehicle exhaust emissions meet the ambient air, 
coincides with the breathing height of young children or pushchair riders and is thus a high-risk 
zone for air pollution exposure. 

school

ChIldren • Remember to walk on the far side of the pavement, away from the edge of the  
 road, to stay away from pollution.

• Where possible, parents should avoid bringing prams or pushchairs close to busy  
 roads and/or queuing traffic, and may opt for parent-facing prams if they can do so.

• Active control at the source (e.g. reducing vehicle use) is always more effective
 than any single passive strategy to protect the recipient. However, any parents   
 considering a new pram or pushchair may consider the in-pram breathing height. 

comMunitY
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• Schools can promote mitigation measures to parents/carers, such as choosing   
 alternative and low-traffic routes, minimising time spent at pollution hotpots,   
 and using pram covers where applicable. Schools should also clearly signpost any  
 available waiting areas in school premises for parents with pushchairs.

fact
#9

ImplEmentIng aPproved/safEty-tEstEd PRaM oR 
pushchaIr covErs, EspeciAlly Around Pollution 
hotsPots such as traffIc IntErsECtions oR bus stoPs, 
could rEducE Young children’s ExPosure to fine 
paRticlEs bY moRE than one-thiRd duRing school Runs. 

Ideally, pram or pushchair covers should be used near busy roads or at pollution hotspots. 

school

ChIldren • If your pushchair has a cover, you can use it to protect you from pollution near the road.

comMunitY

• Waterproof/solid pram covers may be utilised for short periods in cold weather  
 conditions at pollution hotspots (e.g. traffic intersections and bus stops) as physical  
 barriers between vehicle exhaust emissions and in-pram breathing zones. There is  
 no readily available scientific evidence to say whether or not breathable covers (e.g.  
 for sun protection) are similarly effective.

• Pram cover use is not recommended for extended periods, in order to avoid the  
 accumulation of carbon dioxide, nor in hot weather conditions.
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fact
#10

CoMmunitY involveMEnt In co-dEsignIng and
co-creating scientifIc aiR QualitY InItiatIves has shown 
to improve undeRstanDing of how Air pollutIon affects 
huMan hEalth anD hElp IndIvIduals to Make InforMEd 
DECisIons foR evERYdaY Exposure MitIgAtion. 

• Schools can participate in the design of studies, such as by co-developing research  
 objectives and co-identifying sampling locations. 

• Schools should support data collection, share findings with parents/guardians  
 and children, and adopt good practice (both in terms of scientific rigour and any  
 identified exposure control measures) to lead by example. 

school

ChIldren
• Children can participate in data collection activities for hands-on experience.

• They can share their experiences with their friends and families to organise their  
 thinking and reinforce good practices.

• Communities can participate by co-creating and co-implementing studies, thereby  
 ensuring that these studies and their findings have a broad public impact.

• They can facilitate access to local schools, venues, and other environments for   
 workshops, data collection, etc, and can take part as individuals.

comMunitY
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Schools and local residents should not merely be participants in citizen science studies but should 
be active partners with researchers, following a three-pronged approach of: (i) inclusion (e.g. 
introducing seminars and workshops to involve people from diverse socio-demographics); (ii) 
collaboration (i.e. continuous interaction between researchers, communities and policymakers); 
and (iii) reciprocation (e.g. debate between citizen scientists regarding their research findings).
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